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NEWSLETTER – October 2015
Montreal Conference
June 16th21st this year saw several BW delegates representing their centres and theBW
movement in Montreal at the 28th Congress of IASP, the International Association for Suicide
Prevention. The conference was chaired by Dr Brian Mishara, who also serves as a Trustee
and vice Chair of Befrienders Worldwide. It was an extraordinary gathering of some 700
people, sharing their knowledge, expertise and passion about reducing suicide across the
globe. With an incredibly varied programme, including several presentations by BW members,
it was an opportunity to learn about the practice in different countries, as well as hear about
the latest advances in research and study of suicidal behaviour and prevention. The IASP
conference was followed by a smaller conference for BW members, and was attended by
nearly 30 delegates, from 10 countries. Wide ranging discussions took place about a variety
of topics – read the whole programme here.

http://524eb386b80b8.mailerlite.lt/z4r1y8/9659930327/i7l1/
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The whole weekend was dominated by a great spirit of camaraderie, shared values and
togetherness. Some of the main outcomes of the discussions were as follows:
Communication was a big issue.There is a need more info from Board, and a major
request from Centres for the Board to help them communicate together – specifically
with training.
There were great presentations about internet chat, and a desire from Centres to
access to the presentations, and to share information about what other centres are
doing, and also about training that is being done. To be able to see each others'
training material.
There were some great ideas about how twinning might work in the future, and a need
to revive the programme.
There was a suggestion for the financial statements to be available to everyone in the
network and a suggestion for the Annual report to be put in the Members Area on the
website.

Impressions from Montreal Conference
Merab Mulindi, Befrienders Kenya, summarized the BW meeting with these words: The
Montreal experience was simply great – from the rich presentations of the IASP congress, the
great meals served, to the great hosting by Prof. Brian Mishara our host who was kind
enough to welcome the whole team to his home – no words can quiet capture the sense of
being so diverse yet bound together by shared concerns from our different countries and
different continents. Read more.

Hiroshi Fukao, BW Osaka Japan, says: After attending the conference, we started to think
about setting an accessible environment for young people who need support or who have
difficulty to access by telephone by using technologies such as chat service or “Line (Free call
and email service)” and outreach activities. Read more.

http://524eb386b80b8.mailerlite.lt/z4r1y8/9659930327/i7l1/
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Akiko Mura, Director of BW Tokyo Japan, emphasized the importance of BW plans to revive
Twinning program: I’m expecting from the twinning scheme. Especially, newly established or
smallsized branches may have their hands full for daytoday activities. If they will be able to
have their twinning branch, they may feel working together with BW network and acquire so
many usable tips for their activities. Read more.

http://524eb386b80b8.mailerlite.lt/z4r1y8/9659930327/i7l1/
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Boonmee, one of volunteers from Samaritans of Thailand who attended the
Montreal conference was impressed by the IASP conference: I loved to see and hear a real
life experience from someone who had tried to commit suicide telling what it felt like to have
suicidal thoughts and how miraculous interventions by different people had made a difference
in his life.
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